50 years ago, the National Farm Worker Ministry made the profound decision to advocate alongside farm workers in their struggle for just wages and decent working conditions.

Today, NFWM is uniquely situated as the national connector between farm workers in the fields and people of faith and conscience.

Through our methodologies of dialogue, amplifying farm worker voices, and delivering critical support, we celebrate advances year after year in collaboration with farm worker partners.

We are now at an inflection point. We are poised for what could become the most significant positive shift in the farm worker experience since the beginning of the movement.

But what we need now is YOU.

- Consider a special one-time "50 for 50" anniversary gift
- Consider becoming a recurring donor
- Consider increasing your current level of support

Because together, we can make a real difference in the lives of farm workers.

Visit

www.nfwm.org/50th

for more information.